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From where I sit
New Year's message
to members and friends of the USCA

Several members challenged the Executive
Committee at the 1989 USCA National Rally
charging us with the lack of forward direction. At
the 1990 Rally, we were challenged with not
providing benefits for our Chapters so why should
the Chapters support the National. I would like to
address these two issues for your careful consider-
ation, and to place in perspective how we are
regarded by our motorcycling brothers, as depicted
at the MSF Conference held in Florida in Novem-
ber, 1990.

The USCA was born of a need to promote
safe sidecaring, including tending to the social
needs of our membership. It became obvious we
would need to develop guidelines on how to
correctly install and align a sidecar to a motorcycle,
and how to operate it in a safe manner to meet our
objectives. These objectives have been met. Mem-
bers and the motorcycling public may now obtain
books on these topics, or sign up for sidecar instruc-
tion at one of our sidecar safety programs or clinics.
But much more needs to be done. With the demise
of the 3-wheel ATV we are now fighting for our
very survival. Without a viable training program we
could be banned out of existence with the stroke of
a pen.

At the 1990 MSF conference in Orlando,
Florida I had the privilege to visit with ranking
officials of the BIG FOUR, and with motorcycle
safety officials of several states.

One paper, presented by Beverly St. Clair
Baird of the MIC, revealed how the MIC had
developed the "Discover Today's Motorcycling
(DTM) program which began in 1986. The pro-
gram is to broaden the appeal of motorcycling in
public communications, to increase awareness of
rider responsibility and education, and to develop a
cohesive image marketing program to develop new
riders. The program is supported by all major
motorcycle distributors and aftermarket trades.

The targeted audiences include potential new
riders, those who influence motorcycle purchases,

and those that used to ride but have left the motor-
cycling scene. This later group, in the words of the
presenter, had left the biker scene, and acquired a
more responsible attitude. (They may now have
married and may have small or infant children.)
The targeted audience is skewed to males of an age
"well into their thirties".

Several "Straight Facts" booklets were devel-
oped, including one titled "What to Buy". Over
2000 potential prospects are reached each month
who request these booklets and the numbers are
growing dramatically. I urge all to take advantage of
the special 24-hour toll free number: 1-800-833-
3995, and request these booklets. Then see how we
are portrayed.

When asked whether these booklets included
the fact that this audience, the married male with
small or infant children, could ONLY regain his
motorcycling experience IF he were pointed in the
direction of a motorcycle fitted with a sidecar, the
response was that we had been ignored completely.
On pursuing the point, two representatives from the
BIG FOUR distributors assured me that this was
only because their lawyers were afraid of potential
liability suits. And that is were we have a MAJOR
problem.

As long as the MIC and the MSF take their
direction from the BIG FOUR, and as long as the
BIG FOUR persist in voiding the warranty of their
machines if you attach a sidecar, we will forever be
denied access to State or Federal Funding to carry
on our safety and training programs. We will also
be denied access to the bikes made available for
MSF programs by participating dealers. We, as a
small group of dedicated volunteers, simply do not
have the funding to provide the degree of training
that is required. Nor can the sidecar manufacturers
carry the full load by themselves. Without training
programs we can go the way of the 3-wheel ATV at
any moment.

This introduction may have been somewhat
long winded. It was necessary to put these key
issues in focus.

The reason that USCA Chapters and Affiliated
Clubs should support the National fully is that we
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are the ONLY group dedicated to preserving YOUR
chosen way of life. Without your support, the
National is dead. Without us, who is going to go to
bat for your right to drive your sidecar safely? The
MSF? The MIC? Big Brother?

And our goal, or where do we go from here?
First, we must establish a mutual dialog between
ourselves, the BIG FOUR distributors, the MIC, the
MSF, and the DTM. We must convince the BIG
FOUR that their bikes will not fall to pieces when a
sidecar is attached to one of their bikes. Indeed,
with 100,000 sidecar outfits in America, and
several million sidecar outfits world wide, almost
all use a bike made by the BIG FOUR. Special
bikes built just to pull a sidecar are the exception.

Perhaps we can jointly prepare a list of those
bikes to which a sidecar can be fitted with the
minimum of modifications, another list which
includes bikes that require certain modifications,
and another list that includes bikes not suitable for
use as a street sidecar machine. This list would be a
major step forwards. We do not ask that the BIG
FOUR endorse sidecaring, just to allow us to do
our thing without the harassment we experience.

The next step is to obtain state and or federal
funding to further sidecar education, currently
denied due to fear of bringing down the wrath of
the BIG FOUR on them. We want only that those
who wish to enter our sport have the same opportu-
nity to learn in a safe environment as that now
provided to those wanting to learn to drive a car or
a solo bike. With your support and endorsement,
we can achieve these goals. Sidecaring will then
continue through the nineties into the next century.
Or we can go the way of the horse and cart. The
decision is yours. Renew now, and save.

I open the letters column to your comments on
the above.

A special safe and merry Xmas to all members
and friends from the Pres and the Executive Com-
mittee. May the next year deliver the promises we
plan today.

Hal Kendall

From where I sit..
Who to write to

Written contributions such as letters, fea-
tures and articles relating to motorcycles with
sidecars are encouraged, along with art work.

No payment is made for unsolicited articles.

Please be sure that The Sidecarist has
reproduction rights.

Neither the Editors nor the USCA accept
responsibility for material submitted.

Material may be edited for clarity and space.

Contributors may submit articles in hand-
written, typewritten or computer format.

If using Macintosh, please save as text only
(ASCII).

If using IBM/PC, save as text only (ASCII)
on 5.25" or 3.5" discs.

Hard copy is appreciated with all discs.

Modem and FAX available.

Write The Sidecarist, 7354 Highway 9,
Felton, CA 95018 or call (408) 335-7994.
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In Memorium
We'll miss Cathy Bednar

If you went to a National USCA Rally, you saw Cathy
Bednar as she made most of the rallies that the
organization has had — and this included the

California rallies.
Cathy, her riding partner and close friend Al Roach
were scheduled to go to the National Rally in Coos
Bay, Oregon this year, but she was stricken ill and

passed away on December 10, 1990.
She belonged to the USCA and the Northern Illinois
Sidecarists, loyally supporting both, and working for

the sport of sidecarring, even though a solo rider.
With deep regret and a poignant sense of loss I write

this.
Ed Johnson

Cathy Bednar and Al Roach at Edgar's Restaurant,
Jan. 16, 1988 for the Expo Breakfast, NIR USCA.
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Letters

Hal Kendall

Dear Editor:
I recently received V14 #7 Sidecarist. Pg.5

shows the same sidecar I have. The sidecar in
question was made by Spirit of America Manu-
facturing, and is the Spirit Model, made in
California. The wheel seems to be right. My
wheel has a 1" bore for the bearing. The wheel
was originally chromed, like the frame.

Missing is the upper front strut which is
mounted on a tab near the near the front lower
strut. The diagonal brace must have been an
after-market alteration.

I am told the body was put together without
pop rivets, also the top half of the fender is
moulded with it; in more recent models (from
later owners of the body casting moulds) the
fender was cast as a separate piece. The seat was
made for dune buggies (I have seen them fitted)
and mounted with standard hinges. The fender
has a flat area near the rear for a squarish tail/
stop-light unit.

As for the fittings to mount it to the cycle,
measure the ID of the clevises and use that
measurement when calling current sidecar
manufacturers. Find the closest diameter, and
purchase a good file.

My chair is mounted to a R65 BMW, it
would not be suitable on a larger bike as it is not
very rigid. I also fitted a 100 pound steel ballast
under the body. It is too bad the frame and struts
cannot handle the load as made. The weak links
are the upper and lower rear struts at the sidecar
frame. Align the rig, then test drive it. The struts
will rotate. Re-align the rig then drill and pin the
struts. However, that now leaves you with a rig
with no adjustment; or use a hand knerler as I
did. This allows for future adjustments.

I have driven this rig on short hops and long
trips. The outfit is capable of both. It is a lot of
fun getting groceries, for day-to-day transporta-
tion, and for vacations out to Nirvana. The rig
has good power for urban driving and a layback
ride for touring and camping.

Do not expect the rig to perform as a solo
bike. When you ride the back-roads there is
always a farmer in a car or a truck that does not
need to get as far as you're going.

Keep the rubber on the road.

Rick Glatzel, 3053 Cove Drive, Prospect
Heights, Illinois 60070

Note:
Rick brings up a point.  Never fit too small

a sidecar to a larger bike then attempt to compen-
sate by adding ballast.  The basic frame and or
mounts, and or struts and or chassis, and or
wheel or suspension components can or will
collapse or twist or break.

You will end up spending more in tempo-
rary bandaids and in constantly worrying about
what will break down next.

Instead, choose a sidecar that is matched for
your bike and for your intended purpose.  The
extra time and money spent wil be well worth
while.

Fittings must never twist or slip or move on
the bike frame.  Clamps must hold onto the
frame tube sequrely but never pinch or crack the
frame tube.

Hal Kendall
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the Lighter Side

IDEAS THAT NEVER CAUGHT ON - Phil Garner
Alan Huntzinger of San Jose, California, saw the above cartoon in This World Sunday

supplement. It jogged his memory of some rigs he had seen at Griffith Park a few years earlier.
Should we burst the cartoonist's baloon? Nah. We'll let it be our little joke on the rest of the

non-sidecarring world.
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Advt
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‘ritin’

Yeah, Fella, you're the editor, you get to mix
the formula and feed your baby, for a while at
least! By the way - do we have any women
editors out there? If so, please let me know.

The job can't be ALL bad, or there wouldn't
be any of us old hands still doing it — and the
newer ones would last only an issue or two.
Besides, you're at LEAST as smart as any of us
editors, aren't you? You just need a little informa-
tion, experience, and interim encouragement.

Ideas. No ideas, no articles, Folks — that's
the way the human mind doth work. So, keep a
sheet or notebook just for ideas — when you get
them (however, the best ones always come on the
road, when you're in bed trying to sleep, etc. —
and then you forget them!). Guard that sheet!
Always have it in one of two spots — filed away
in the same place, or out being worked with.

Incidentally, now that you are the famous
editor and publisher of your newsletter, get
yourself a little "office" — some blank paper and
a couple pens/pencils, a notebook or two, a few
folders, a box to keep them in, and a good safe
place for the box between uses. If you're blessed
with more than that already, recognise that you
are indeed blessed!

Onward. As you read magazines and other
newsletters, jot down ideas for your baby. Let
those ideas percolate in your head, then develop
your own version — there's no copyright on
themes. You might be able to seed someone
else's mind with an idea or two, get them to do
the article.

You could try checking with your member-
ship for ideas. The problem is, the normal reply
sounds like: "Well, ah, er, ah — well, anything
you want to put in, I guess!" Real helpful, ain't
they? Remember, their minds are about as fruit-

ful as ours. Also, those folk FEAR a reply, "Hey,
that's great! Why don't you write it up for me?!"

So we have to START. Hey — you don't
have trouble talking, do you? About your new
rig, your latest improvement, your largest fish/
deer/pedestrian, your kid's latest achievement.
Those are easy, right? Well, articles are just
conversation on paper. Get in a corner, mutter to
yourself, and write it down.

That's another element - corners. Smooth
strings of inspired prose are not especially
encouraged by TV, Wifey's accounts of the day,
kids/pets vieing for your attention. Wifey's
"Quiet, Dear, Daddy's having a Baby," usually
leaves either genre unimpressed. Instead, find
some where, some time in your abode where you
can mutter and fidget unattended. If you feel
quieted by instrumental music - go for it! How-
ever, blatant lyrics help as much as what you just
fled. There is merit in a privy with lids!

In your writing, stay upbeat. Just as when
you're relating that big fish story. Watch for
sneaky negatives. "Our good time would have
been better if more people had come." Or, "Try to
make the next meeting, huh?" Another — "The
three that came had a good time." Even "This is
important, so let's ALL be there!" Your job is to
make them WANT to be there for pleasure —
you remember, honey and vinegar? Attendance
from shame or badgering makes for a grumpy
group. If your leader truly needs input, suggest
attendance OR a postal card with comments,
then let HIM worry about the results.

If you serve as regional director as well as
scribe, it's tough. Not the time involved for both
jobs, but mentally separating the functions. It is
discouraging when your people don't/can't attend
meetings. Some regions are large, members
sparse and widely separated - 200 miles to a
meeting, then back is a big day. Or maybe most
members are too busy with local clubs to bother
with USCA affairs. So, it's difficult to keep the
director's pessimism and disappointment from
creeping into the editor's comments - at least
some times.
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‘ritin’..
Studies of club-type activities show that

some 10-20% of the members are pretty regular.
Therefore a meeting with 10% isn't too bad; 15%
attendance is doing well; 20% is great! For our
type of activity, bad weather, date conflicts with
holidays and vacations, etc. can have a disheart-
ening effect. But the editor ignores that and lets
the director figure it out.. EVERY event is
marvelous in the newsletter.

"Man, did we have a time! The food was
superb — the ladies are heartily commended for
their skills. We swapped tales, kicked every tire
at least twice, checked out rig improvements,
traded tech tips." That is, all five attendees did
that.) (Incidentally — do ALL hack events center
on prodigious food layouts?) Of course, if the
weather is bad, it's OK to mention it, but not
really as the reason for poor attendance.

As you write all your positive descriptions,
a probably unnecessary comment: our organiza-
tion is family oriented, and you'll never know
who'll read it — it's best to keep the vocabulary
and the tales and the comments generally accept-
able. I've not seen anything in any of the newslet-
ters that would be classified objectionable.

Once upon a time (true story!) I knew a
newsletter editor who published a neat multi-
page product. His comment: "My dear wife helps
me out." Her comment: "I'm proud of the super
job my husband does on his newsletter. I help
him some — write the articles, proof them for
spelling/grammar errors, type them up and lay
out the pages, he gets them duplicated, and then I
fold, staple, label and stamp them before he
mails them. He puts out an excellent publica-
tion!" Of course, that's not the way OURS gets
published, is it?

Next time, we'll look at the problems of
editing — our work, and glory be, any articles
submitted to us. Maybe a couple other items will
pop up.

This could be your ad!
If you noticed this spot, so

will your potential
customers.

Contact us at (408) 336-
2476 eves. PST

or write 390 Halson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005
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Advt
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Chapter Corner
For Men Only!
Hoosier Hacks have a bright idea

Linda Nelson has a project that will help us
raise money at the 1991 National. She would like
to make some sidecar quilts (for the occupant,
not the hack!), and raffle them off at the rally. We
want to assemble a MADE-BY-MEN quilt. We
know that quite a few men like to dabble in
needlework or fabric painting, so we are looking
for at least 9 men who would do squares — we
figure that would be a premium quilt, certain to
gather considerable comment and value. Linda
will make two or more quilts if she gets enough
blocks.

We of course prefer designs having to do
with hacking — a stitched, or appliqué, or
painted block of your own rig; a scenic; a comic
scene; a platitude; an antique rig, etc. The rendi-
tion can be as detailed or broad as the maker
wants.

And so the women won't feel left out, she is
also assembling quilts of blocks made by
women.

So, she is looking for everyone who would
do ONE square (or more, if you really want to).
To keep the quilt consistent, she'll supply a cut
kit with the square, batting, and backing, for
FREE! The artiste supplies the design and its
materials. She'll make up as many quilts as she
gets blocks for (or maybe that should be, ". . . as
many quilts as for which she gets blocks"?).

Each block should have the maker's name,
city and state somewhere in the block. We will
try to make this a national project, and try to get
as many states as possible in each quilt.

Pass the word, Folks — especially you out
there in other states.

Write or call Linda for info, kit.

Linda Nelson, 303 Edgewater Lane,
Kokomo IN 46902, Phone: 317-453-2700

HH GOING TO THE DOGS?
Officers Handle Hairy Decision!
by Larry De Vos

At the October meeting, there was a hurried
huddle of Hoosier Hacks (Indiana Region)
officers, voices low, brows concerned, eyes
casting furtive glances lest there be eavesdrop-
pers nearby.

J. R. Ewing had applied for associate
memberships for his two constant canine com-
panions, Baby and Freddie, thinking HH could
use the extra money.

"Associate Memberships" conjured night-
mares of paperwork, extra newsletters, strange
requests for other memberships — the officers
shuddered. They nixed the "Associate", KEPT
THE MONEY, extended JR thru 1993.

So, Baby and Freddie will have to continue
sharing JR' s copy of the newsletter - and in turn
the editor shudders as to what might be that
"sharing" of his precious paper.

Message from the Almost Past
President of Big Foot S/C
Bigfoot Sidecar Club BC, Canada

1990 has been a good year for sidecar
people in the west. Starting with the annual
Yakima unrally, the 8th annual Bigfoot National,
the 12th USCA National, the Mariposa Sierra
Sidecar Spectacular, 8th Mirror Lake Campout
and 8th Ears Across the Border. The USCA
National has been a special treat. When rallies
are put on, there is a lot of work to be done.

As one rally comes to an end, the next year's
rally is already being planned. Thanks to the
Taylors, our 1991 Bigfoot Rally will be held at
the Crater Lake Campground just south of Crater
Lake, Oregon.

Also for 1991, the Bigfoot Sidecar Club
will have a new president. No, I'm not moving to
California. I just want to give someone else a
chance at this fun job.
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Chapter Corner..
Before I sign off, I would like to thank Dave

and Barb Hammontree for all the work they put
into the Ears Across the Border.

— Jerry Kotanko

Flash! Flash! Flash!
from Southeastern Chapter

It's official! Gene and Suzon Williams have
stepped down as the Chapter Directors and
Richard and Zonie Renfro are the new Director
team. Gene and Suzon have had their hands more
than full trying to run their business and have
been extremely busy this year. They feel badly
that they have not had the time to devote to the
Chapter that they wanted, so in complete accord
with Richard and Zonie taking over the reins.

The Chapter deeply appreciates Gene and
Suzon's efforts since June 1989 in guiding us.
The Chapter has grown significantly under their
leadership; can there be a better accolade than
that? I know that we can count on all Chapter
members to support Richard and Zonie to the
utmost. They are ready, willing and able to
devote a lot of time and energy to leading the
Chapter onward and upward. Go for it, guys!

— Larry Lehr

Memorial Day weekend 1991
The Southeastern Chapter will host a

regional rally Memorial Day weekend in 1991
(see page 22 for details) at Pine Mountain,
Georgia. There's a full slate of activities and a lot
of good ol' Southern hospitality on tap, so see
what you can do about attending!

The Chapter has attended the Regional
AMA Rally at Cheaha State Park, Alabama, Oct.
18-21, 1990; and a fall Pine Mountain Campout
amidst much rain and mucking about, and is
planning a January get-together at the Renfros in
Locust Grove, Georgia.

Northern Illinois Sidecarists,
Bathing in public

The weather was excellent for the 6th
Annual Bathtub/Shower Derby, running from its
new location, the home of the Strassenburgs.
Thirty-six attendees enjoyed a 70+-mile ride,
mainly on country roads.

Those responsible for the organization and
execution of the run: Joe Buchholtz, pathfinder;
Charlie Hall, Clerk of Course;

Marilyn Johnson/Becky Strassenbgurg,
Registration; Ed Johnson, Bob Kleinfeldt, John
Clyborne, John Buchholtz, checkers; Terry
Strassenburg, Starter/Poker Run organizer and
other helpers.

Recognition trophies were given to West
Stroginski, and to Harold Brasel, winner of the
top solo award, as they relinquished their travel-
ing trophies to our new winners this year who
were: Top Sidecar, Rodney Dabe; Top Solo
Winnter, Grant Armstrong.

First Place Jim Fousek

2nd Place Jeff Witkowsky

3rd Place Tim Colburn

In the Poker Run,

1st place went to Bruce Joy,

2nd place to Ed Stimach, and

3rd place to Lisa Schultz.

Trophies by Kris Rybacek, Trophy Equip-
ment & Supplies, Harvard, IL.

The 7th Annual Bathtub/Shower Derby will
be hosted by Jeff Witlowsky, owner of Stable
Sport & Touring, Beecher, IL at his place of
business.

— Ed Johnson

Send your chapter news to Editor, The
Sidecarist, 7354 Highway 9, Felton, CA 95018.

Better yet, put us on your mailing list!
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UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION STATE DIRECTORS

STATE NAME CITY / TOWN

ARIZONA JIM BARTLEY MESA, AZ.
CALIFORNIA, NORTHERN DAN / MARLENE DOYLE PENRYN, CA.
CALIFORNIA, SOUTHERN JOHN / SUE BABER CANYON COUNTRY, CA.
COLORADO JEFF SPOSATO LITTLETON, CO.
FLORIDA SANDY / DALE POTTER APOPKA,FL.
GEORGIA RICHARD/ZONIE RENFRO LOCUST GROVE, GA.
ILLINOIS ED JOHNSON SOUTH HOLLAND, IL.
ILLINOIS, CENTRAL FRANCIS WARD ELLIOT, IL.
INDIANA ROB VALDEZ LAWRENCE, IN.
IOWA CRANDALL WEAVER HIAWATHA, IA.
KANSAS F. TURNER/J. DALLAS WITICHA, KS.
MAINE CARL JOHNSON NEW SHARON, ME.
MICHIGAN CHUCK/ARDIS FOUST HARTLAND, MI.
MINNESOTA DOUG/ESTELLE HASERT MINNEAPOLIS, MN.
MISSISSIPPI SPENCER/MARY BENNETT SOUTH HAVEN, MS.
MISSOURI LESLIE McCOIG AURORA, MO.
MONTANA DAL SMILIE HELENA, MT.
NEBRASKA, EASTERN TONY DUSATKO OMAHA, NE.
NEW YORK THOMAS JONES CANASTOTA, NY
OHIO JIM KERR FOWLER, OH
PENNSYLVANIA CHARLIE CROLL PEEKIOMENVILLE, PA.
SOUTH DAKOTA CLARENCE KESSLER HOT SPRINGS, SD
TEXAS ROBERT BOLTON COLUMBUS, TX
VIRGINIA J. GRANT/ P. PILCHER FALLS CRH/MCLEAN, VA.
WASHINGTON STATE ED TAYLOR SEATTLE, WA.
WISCONSIN AL SCHULTZ WAUKESHA, WI.
BRITISH COLUMBIA JERRY / NANCY KOTANKO LANGLEY, BC, CANADA

STATES DIRECTED BY SOMEONE FROM ANOTHER STATE
STATE NAME CITY / TOWN

ALABAMA RICHARD/ZONIE RENFRO LOCUST GROVE, GA.
ARKANSAS LESLIE McCOIG AURORA, MO.
CONNECTICUT CARLJOHNSON NEW SHARON, ME.
DELAWARE J. GRANT/ P. PILCHER FALLS CRH/MCLEAN, VA.
IDAHO ED TAYLOR SEATTLE, WA.
MARYLAND J. GRANT/ P. PILCHER FALLS CRH/MCLEAN, VA.
MASSACHUSETTS CARLJOHNSON NEW SHARON, ME.
NEBRASKA, WESTERN CLARENCE KESSLER HOT SPRINGS, SD
NEVADA, NORTHERN DAN /MARLENE DOYLE PENRYN, CA.
NEVADA, SOUTHERN JOHN / SUE BABER CANYON COUNTRY, CA
NEW HAMPSHIRE CARL JOHNSON NEW SHARON, ME.
NORTH CAROLINA LARRY LEHR MARIETTA, GA.
NORTH DAKOTA CLARENCE KESSLER HOT SPRINGS, SD
OREGON ED TAYLOR SEATTLE, WA.
RHODE ISLAND CARL JOHNSON NEW SHARON, ME.
SOUTH CAROLINA LARRY LEHR MARIETTA, GA.
TENNESSEE SPENCER / MARY BENNETT SOUTH HAVEN, MS.
VERMONT CARLJOHNSON NEW SHARON, ME.
WASHINGTON D.C. J. GRANT/ P. PILCHER FALLS CRH/MCLEAN, VA.
WYOMING CLARENCE KESSLER HOT SPRINGS, SD

Chapter Directors
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Chapter Directors..
Listed Chapters

If your chapter is not listed (and I'm sure that my records are not complete), send me a note so i
can add it to this list.

In addition, refer to the state director lists on the previous page and the following page for a
chapter near you. If you are interested in joining a chapter, please contact the chapter director. If you
are interested in forming a chapter, please contact Jim Schwind, 15 Waterford Way, Fairport, NY
14450,  Jim Schwind

CALIFORNIA SIDECAR EXPERIENCE , JIM KRAUTZ, 17116 GOYA STREET, GRANADA
HILLS, CA. 91344 1 818 366 3179

CENTRAL IOWA SIDECAR ASSOCIATION, DICK GARRISON, 926 WEST 6TH STREET,
WATERLOO, IA.,50702, 1 319 232 7949

HOOSIER HACKS FRED HUNTEMAN 15 DANIEL STREET MOORESEVILLE, IN. 46158, 1
317 831 8105

EMPIRE STATE SIDECAR ASSOCIATION JIM SCHWIND, 35 WATERFORD WAY, FAIRPORT,
NY 14450, 1 716 223 7786

THE KEYSTONE SIDECAR GROUP, GEORGE WOLFE 86 INGRAM AVE PITTSBURGH, PA.
15205, 1 412 922 5961

ALL OHIO SIDECAR ASSOCIATION JR. FISH, 5308 TRABUE ROAD, COLUMBUS, OH.
43228

GREAT LAKES SIDECARISTS, NO OTHER DATA, FOUND THIS NUMBER ON A RALLY
FLYER 1 313 231 1397

THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE HAVE EXPRESSED A DESIRE TO FORM A USCA
CHAPTER IN THEIR AREA.
FLORIDA CHAPTER USCA GLENN LOPEZ, 3411 WEST DEWEY STREET TAMPA, FL.

33607 1 813 876 2594

CONNECTICUT CHAPTER USCA TIM SCOTT, 54 PHILLIPS ROAD, CANTERBURY, CT
06331 1 203 376 4059

LONG ISLAND SIDECAR ENTHUSIASTS STEVE AND JUNE CLARK, 66 VASSAR PLACE,
ROCKVILLE CENTER, NY 11570, 1 516 764 3658

THESE STATES HAVE NO DIRECTORS LISTED
ALASKA HAWAII LOUISIANA

NEW MEXICO UTAH KENTUCKY NEW JERSEY OKLAHOMA

WEST VIRGINIA
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Chapter Director Addresses/SSP
NAME ADDRESS CITY, TOWN ZIP

JIM BARTLEY 257 SOUTH 57TH MESA, AZ 85208
DAN/MARLENE DOYLE 1310 GOLD RUSH WAY PENRYN, CA. 95663
JOHN/SUE BABER 1880 WELLHAVEN CANYON COUNTRY, CA 91351
JEFF SPOSATO P.O. BOX 2498 LITTLETON, C0 80161
SANDY/DALE POTTER 1144 N. WEKIWA SPRINGS RD. APOPKA,FL. 32712
RICHARD & ZONIE RENFRO 1501 WEEMS RD. LOCUST GROVE, GA 30248
(RANDALL WEAVER 107 FISHER STREET HIAWATHA, IA 52233
ED JOHNSON 510 E. 162ND ST. SOUTH HOLLAND, IL 60473
FRANCIS WARD PO BOX 263 ELLIOT, IL 60933
ROB VALDEZ 7612 E. 46TH LAWRENCE, IN. 46226
FLOYD TURNER 2709 S. SANTA FE WITICHA, KS. 67216
JIM DALLAS PO BOX 3966 WITICHA, KS 67201
CARL JOHNSON RR 1 BOX 648 NEW SHARON, ME 04955
CHUCK/ARDIS FOUST 10475 MAPLE ST. HARTLAND, MI 48029
DOUG/ESTELLE HASERT 4109 BOARDMAN ST. MINNEAPOLIS, MN. 55417
SPENCER/MARY BENNETT 961 CHARTER OAK DR. SOUTH HAVEN, MS 36871
LESLIE McCOIG 727 ROOSEVELT AURORA, MO 65605
DAL SMILIE 1127 FIFTH AVE. HELENA, MI 59601
TONY DUSATKO 1631 NORTH 128TH ST. OMAHA, NE 68154
THOMAS JONES RD#2 BLACK POINT ROAD CANASTOTA, NY 13032
JIM SCHWIND 35 WATERFORD WAY FAIRPORT, NY 14450
JIM KERR 2930 WARNER RD NE FOWLER, OH 44418
CHARLIE (ROLL 1442 N GRAVEL PIKE PERKIOMENVILLE, PA 18074
CLARENCE KESSLER PO BOX 764 HOT SPRINGS, SD 57747
ROBERT BOLTON PO BOX 130 COLUMBUS, TX 78934
JOE GRANT 6721 HAYCOCK RD FALLS CHURCH, VA 22043
PARSONS PIL(HER 1640 EVERS DRIVE MCLEAN, VA 22101
ED TAYLOR - HACK SHACK 115 NW 159TH SEATTLE, WA. 98177
AL SCHULTZ S30 W29455 WILLIAMS WAY WAUKESHA, WI 53188
JERRY / NANCY KOTANKO 6115 216TH ST RR 1, LANGLEY, BC, CANADA V3A 6Y3

“So long Summer"Campout - SSP Graduates - See Page 24

Newest SSP Grads: Back row — Bill Tharp, Murrell Farquer, Larry Hurley, Richard Garrett,
Gary Haynes. Front row — Amy Pennbaker, Allison Hart, Katie Garrett, Howard Denney.
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‘tec Report
And How's YOUR Clutch?
by J. R. Ewing

I don't know why this didn't occur to
me a bunch of years ago, perhaps if the
wheel doesn't squeak, it doesn't get atten-
tion. I never truly comprehended how much
each sidecarist is his own mechanic. The
bike is now difficult to get at, the outfit
requires an unusual amount of workplace,
and a single track motorcycle lift won't do
the job anymore. The dealer's mechanics
aren't truly glad to see you coming.

Which means that you are taking over
maintenance normally delegated, and are
embarking upon a learning curve. OK, how
about a bit of help!

Every one of these sidecar outfits has a
clutch; more exactly, a driveline clutch.

Sidecarists use this clutch-at-the-gear-
box much more than do ordinary cyclists, or
should use it, because we should be doing a
great deal more shifting, suiting the gear
chosen to the immediate task, allowing the
engine to climb into its power curve.

Please perform this experiment with
me: with your favorite passenger in the
sidecar, let's go for an around-town, start-
and-stop, enjoy-the-suburbs ride. Use the
rear brake EXCLUSIVELY for ALL decel-
eration braking. Do not use the front wheel,
do not "gear down", do not drag your feet.
Make the rear brake do it all.

After about a half hour of this, after an
especially long deceleration/braking maneu-
ver, park the bike real quickly, jump off, and
feel the rear brake rotor with your hand -
CAREFULLY - it may be quite hot!

To slow or stop a moving vehicle, we
soak off a lot of energy very quickly, con-
verting it into heat. Everyone knows that the
brakes get hot. Few realize HOW hot! Brake
lining materials, disk pads or drumshoe
linings, are composed of a hard, low-friction

compound designed for a controlled slip,
and which REJECT heat. The disk brake
rotor or brake drum soak off these high
temperatures and dissipate the heat directly
to passing air, which is why we prefer them
to be out in the open. I would NEVER cover
MY brakes with a decorative disguise.

And I recommend that you neVer,
NeveR, NEVER develop the habit of "down-
shifting" to decelerate the motorcycle. Of
course, it sounds deep-throated and power-
ful, but is murderous to to smooth clutch
functioning. All that heat which you found
at your brake, a device engineered to handle
high temperatures, is concentrated at the
clutch instead. The clutch lining is soft,
high-friction, designed to slip only momen-
tarily, and it lives inside the engine/ gearbox
unit where no air can cool it. The heat goes
into your motor oil

The clutch looks like a stack of over-
sized Oreo cookies with a soft-lining plate,
a smooth steel plate, a lined plate, etc., to a
total of 20 or 25. Disengaged, all those
plates slip past one another quite easily.
Used as a brake, enormous heat soaks
through everything.

The lining material glazes, looks like a
piece of meat over-browned before simmer-
ing. The plain steel plates turn pale yellow-
ish, then darken into blue. The clutch lin-
ings shed friction particles, AND BOND-
ING MATERIAL which circulates in the oil,
concentrates and partially plugs the oil
pickup screen protecting the oil pump.

Meanwhile, the oil has become super
hot. The rider knows that the machine shifts
with a "clunk", tries to creep aggressively at
stop lights, and resists a move into neutral,
or any gear change once the machine has
stopped: trapped in a higher gear.

The experienced dealer knows what has
been going on, come trade-in time because
(a) the clutch lever is adjusted "out" all the
way; (b) the front brake is like new, hardly
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used; and (c) the rear brake pucks or linings
are worn paper thin. This is also the cus-
tomer who has been loud-mouthing about
not getting any mileage out of his rear tire.
We have a low-experience rider-driver who
isn't thinking.

This downshift-to-slow-down-the
motorcycle situation is so prevalent that
smart manufacturers are including a
SECOND self-controlling one-way clutch
which disengages most of the main clutch
when the customer "inadvertently"
downshifts. Read your literature.

Besides helping the main effort to to
survive, the one-way spontaneous disen-
gagement clutch narrows product liability:
the fool who went on his head because of
sudden, severe "engine breaking".

Of course, your sidecar has a bunch
more weight than a solo hike, so it will broil
and brown a clutch all the more quickly. The
cure for a clutch already sick, dragging its
feet, resisting your efforts to shift is: a new
set of lined plates; a new set of clutch
springs (the excess heat that you've been
generating has taken the "goody" out of the
clutch springs); possibly upon the advice of
your dealer/ mechanic, replacement of the
steel unlined plates; and removing, cleaning
or replacing the oil pickup screen.

There are potential pages of other
things that can go wrong, but why prolong
the lecture? "Downshifting" is a thoughtless
habit, a very destructive habit, a very expen-
sive habit, and is using a carefully enginered
device for the EXACT OPPOSITE purpose
for which it was intended. Besides which, it
elevates your oil temperature.

From Hoosier Hacks V. 3 N. 3, May 1990

‘tec Report../France
Comete and Commanche
From France come two new sidecars —

— the Comete and the Commanche, pic-
tured left, by Side Bike. Exclusive US importers
are California Sidecar, 15161 Goldenwest Circle,
Westminster, CA 92683, phone (714) 8922483.

According to the manufacturer, the tubular
frame was designed so that the bike and sidecar
become homogeneous. Their big innovation is in
the steering geometry, allowing the steering to
ignore cantings, slopes and bumps of the road
while improving precision and smoothness.

The suspension system and the steering
system of the front wheel are separate braking,
pot-holes etc. don't send the rig flying off in
another direction.

In addition, the sidecar wheel is directional.
No matter its direction, the sidecar lies flat on the
ground, bringing stability and reducing pitching.

While the Comete is not quite as "Star
Wars" in appearance, we thought you would
enjoy a first glance at the Commanche — our
opinion is that it would fit right in in Ft. Langley,
BC, Canada with all those other man-eating
mosquitos!

FJ1200 Commanche
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Overseas News
Motorcycling in Centralia
— 1950's style, by Ron Thompson

The original club was formed back in early
1950 under the name of "Alice Springs Motor-
cycle Touring Club, which took in all forms of
motorcycling.

Gordon Nichols, the local bike mechanic
those days, had the Club meetings in his work-
shop at the rear of his home in Hartley Street and
was President through the life of the Club.

Later Gordon moved to open a service
station which he operated for a number of years.

Gordon purchased a Sunbeam S8 with a
Dusting Sport "E" chair around 1954, and a very
nice combination it was, too.

Mrs. Jane Hayes of Undoolya Station
(ranch) was the Club Patron. As the Club name
indicates, early activities were traveling to local
scenic spots in the Centralia area, all on graded
(?) roads, for the only bitumen was the North
Road to Darwin and a few streets in the town-
ship.

Dances were occasionally held by the Club
on Saturday nights at the CWA Hall. These were
suit-and-tie affairs!!!

Treasure hunts through the hills north of
Alice along the bitumen at night were a summer
pastime.

Other activities were of the gymkhana type
— barrel races, riding a plank set on four-gallon
drums, 100 yard dash to pick up a pillion rider
with a billy of water, etc.

One spectacular and very clever act was that
of Dick Ballagh and Joy Gloede. Dick had a five-
foot ladder fitted behind his seat, and traveling at
30 mph Joy would climb up and over to sit on
Dick's shoulders. Dick also performed this act
solo, up and over the ladder to the pillion and
back again before he ran out of country.

These events were also held on the claypans
on the south side of the seven-mile Drome.
These claypans have since been countour plowed

and spoiled for anything but rabbits.

Racing events were also conducted on the
claypans. The order of the day was one-eighth
mile sprints, with flat track events around a
kidney-shaped track marked with 44-gallon
drums. Do I hear, "Wot, no haybales?"

Mainly it was a bit dusty as there was a
bloody great drought on at the time.

Sprints were also held in the Todd River bed
over something like 500 yards. English-type
observed trials were also competed with much
enthusiasm on Gene Nicker's property, which is
covered with homes now.

Economy events were run to Aileron, 86
miles north, as day outings. All tanks were
drained, then each filled with a half gallon of
fuel. Each make of bike and capacity noted then
set on their way, followed by a ute with fuel to
complete the day's riding. Mileage was noted on
the ute's speedo, which was reputed to be accu-
rate.

Scrambles came into vogue around the mid
50's.

One track on virgin country on land behind
where Yirara

College is now was about 1.25 miles in the
shape of a reversed P. Start was on the east of the
rail line then across the line in a long left-hand
sweep over rough country to the South Road
crossing, sharp left along the east side of the line
to the start/finish. Usually the event was the
number of laps completed in one hour. Three-
lappers were also held.

Another track of about one third mile was
situated in town. This took in the levy bank
alongside the trucking yard spur line, consisting
of two jumps over the bank, then off into some
sandy soil and hard rough stuff. All on hard-tail
frames!

One fellow came into town from south with
a Velo 350 and showed how to master this track.
Lloyd Pierce had some experience at this sport
interstate.
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Yet another track was competed on, set out
on the east of town, south of Undoolya Road.
This was a short one, too, but rough with a
couple of short climbs to make it interesting.

N.T. scramble championships conducted in
1956 and '57 at Tennant Creek, where competi-
tors from Alice Springs, Mt. Isa, Kathrine,
Darwin and Tennant Creek vied for the title,
raced in a temperature of 100°, which left most
of the engines gasping. Nev Connor took the title
in both those years for Alice Springs.

A couple of outfits were being tried out on
the claypans in the late 50's, but they didn't last
long, as the passengers occasionally forgot to
hang out on the correct side and the crew gener-
ally took off like swans in flight. The chairs were
pretty much "Heath Robinson" affairs anyway,
and removed, common sense prevailing.

Standing quarter miles were staged in 1954
and '55 between the Alice and Darwin Clubs.
These were run on the Drome road south of
town, and the permit to close the road cost the
grand sum of one shilling. One notable match
was between a Norton Dominator and a Manx
Nortion.

All the bikes used in scrambles were
stripped down road machines of British make
and for the most part had rigid back ends. Being
run on limited budgets and considered fun
machines, and it was fun!!

Everyday bikes of the members ranged from
Bantams and other BSA's, Nortion Triumph,
Ariel Four Square, FIRD Comet and Black
Shadow, Ajay, Velo and Levis. Mine was a Levis
500 Model D of 1937 with a shortened backend
and an A7 rear fitted, it raised the crankcase for a
little more ground clearance. Handling was not
affected.

A number of members traveled to Tennant
Creek, Darwin and Mt. Isa for competitions
during the life of the original club with favorable
results.

As the popularity of motorcycles waned, the

Alice Springs Motorcycle Touring Club faded
out in 1964.

For all the madcap things that were done in
competition, I do not recall any of the Club
members coming to great harm on the public
roads. Club riding did teach us how to handle our
mounts in difficult conditions. I, for one, am
thankful.

Ron Tompson, a retiree who lives in Alice
Springs, Northern Territory, Australia, is a
long-time motorcycle enthusiast and sidecar
racer.

Down Under Sidecar
Sidecar Owner Club Sydney, Australia . . .

Member Graeme Poster submits a photo of Kieth
Greenland's creation.:

“An extreme development of the old DJP
EL-Tourer. His version has the widest interior of
all in OZ. He moulded the wheel arch more
cleanly into the body, changed the boot lid to
improve access — moulded stero and speaker
mounts into the dash, added a curved windscreen
and rollbar for the vinyl hood, moulded a one
piece flaked guard and spat. The hood opens up
with the boot lid. He's made at least three so far,
but only plans to make enough to cover his own
development costs."

Overseas News..

Kieth Greenland's DJP EL-Tourer
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Campout..
“So long Summer" Scene
Successful
Fourth Annual Sidecar Campout brings out the
best - by Larry De Vos

True to their mission, USCA "Goodwill
Ambassadors" Dick and Zonie Renfroe arrived
Thursday, September 13, to be the first for the
Hoosier Hacks' (Indiana Region) 4th annual "So-
Long Summer Sidecar Campout. And promptly
disappeared for some of those touted "Nearby
Attractions" - just a tent greeted the next few
Thursday arrivals! However, they certainly more
than made up for that early lapse during the ensuing
days.

Friday morning a frog-strangling front moved
through, soaking those moving West, but everyone
else had a great day for traveling. The cool and
sunshine continued for the rest of the rally, plump-
ing up the camraderie developing among the
attendees.

FRIENDLY FRIDAY
Selma and I arrived early afternoon, approach-

ing along lovely farmland/wooded roads in decent
condition. At the campground, a hard gravel drive
wound through more pastoral areas and into a
slightly rolling well-shaded and well-kept grassy
large accommodation. Our area was "The Island",
reached by a sturdy bridge - this helped isolate us
from the other campers.

We found the coffee water ready, melt. in-
your-mouth chip cookies available (but sort of
hidden, to make them last longer!) and the registra-
tion crew in operation. To make park entry easier,
HH collected the camping fee, and added $3 for
club expenses. We met several old and new friends
at the shelter, walked around a bit to meet others —
and almost forgot about putting up our tent!

Gradually others arrived, sometimes in
clusters, until well into the evening Friday. Saturday
brought more arrivals, from near and far, including
mates and children who had work or errands or
school sports during the day.

We gathered people from 8 states: Indiana, of
course, and the neighboring Ohio, Kentucky,
Illinois and Michigan, and the fa-a-ar states of
Georgia, Arkansas and Pennsylvania. Some folks
stopped by to visit Saturday and Sunday, but didn't
register for the rally.

Friday evening started with the traditional hot
dog and marshmallow roast. Phil Bick-wermert
hunkered over the fire supplying many of us with
delightfully done dogs. Some attendees had brought
other goodies. Marvelous meal, Folks!

Afterward, most of us gathered around the
sunken main campfire. The breeze had dropped,
making it difficult to find an upwind side of the
smoke. Amid the conversations, the Georgian
Renfroe's lived up to their "Goodwill" title with
their quaint (to most of us) descriptions, phrases
and humor. Some of the humor did require a bit of
fill-in.

"Why did the chicken cross the road? To
prove to the armadillo it could be done!" Seems the
armored ̀ dillos fear little, get pancaked while
ambling across roads, undaunted by approaching
Goodyears. Hey, Dick and Zonie - we did appreci-
ate your humor and your patience!

SUMPTUOUS SATURDAY, & the SSP
Saturday morning brought breakfasts, riding,

conversation, and the Sidecar Safety Program. As
usual, Ed and Marilyn Johnson worked the pro-
gram, assisted by Bob Nelson on demos, and I
coached on the range.

We had nine in the course: Howard Denney,
Murrell Farquer, Richard and Katie Garrett, Gary
Haynes, Larry Hurley, Amy Pennebaker, Bill Sorbo
and Frank Tharp. Many thanks to our graduates,
and to Ed and Marilyn for their continuing dedica-
tion to sidecaring and to their contimued efforts to
further safety for all through the SSP!

USCA "Goodwill Ambassadors"
Meanwhile, back at the camp. Amid the tire-

kicking and other conversations, Zonie Renfroe laid
out USCA items and some of her own wares for
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sale — male/ female jewelry, lacy frillies, etc. But
she was fresh out of porcupine eggs.

During the campout, she and Dick signed up 4
new USCA members; I have no report on how she
did with the other items. But she did manage an
increasing glow from the sun —hope you didn't
suffer too much, Zonie.

Children's Entertainment,
Kathy Hunteman, Linda Nelson and Debbie

Bickwermert headed up children's entertainment,
keeping the kids busy for quite a while so parents
could visit. The trio kept games and challenges
going, spent quite a while painting decorations on
faces and such. Excellent work, Ladies, and much
appreciated by everyone. THANK YOU!

J.R.'s tech session
In the afternoon it seemed everyone attended

J.R.'s tech session on several aspects of making and
keeping a rig work. Lots of questions kept him busy
afterwards. J.R., we sure appreciated your explana-
tions and comments - many THANKS!

Awards & Certificates
After the tech session, the HH officers made

awards. The children rated a multitude of prizes.
The many door prizes gave lots of people extra
luggage going home. The adult award certificates
are covered in a separate article. Don Cheser won
the 50/ 50, graciously returned his share to the club
— THANKS, Don! The officers decided to award
his generosity with a 1990-91 HH membership, and
also used some of his share to buy us all donuts
Sunday morning. We'll long remember you, Don.

Saturday Supper
Again, nearly everyone went to supper to-

gether - over 40 rigs down country roads to descend
on a large, competent cafeteria sporting an astonish-
ing selection of excellent food. Our organizers sure
picked a good one! Everyone hurried in, but depar-
ture took much longer, with several attendees
heading home and giving old and new friends
lingering farewells. Deepening dusk chaperoned

our return to another campfire and other clusters -
well into the night.

SALUTORY SUNDAY
Sunday's sun beamed down, roused us for

coffee and donuts, Sunday services, chat, tent/
mattress deflation, quick or lingering farewells. The
coffee pot moaned and groaned from the effort of
heating fill after fill of cold water. About the third
or fourth filling, Dick Renfroe said, "THAT'S what
that is - it woke me a while ago and I sleepily
thought it was someone frolicking in Dudley's tent."
Grinning widely, Bobby rejoined, "Oh, bless you
for that thought!"

Goodwill in need
After most of the guests left, the HH'ers were

gathering for a meeting when in wandered the
Renfroes. Their trailer had broken a spring a couple
miles down the road (reportedly from the consider-
able weight Zonie's mass of shoes and her wares).
Gary Haynes quickly pulled his rig from his road
trailer and went out to pick up the cripple - many
THANKS, Gary! The campground owner had
welding equipment, and he and some certified
welders from the HH'ers got repairs under way
while we had our meeting. Meanwhile, Dick and
Zonie watched how our meetings go, and made
some valued comments. Meeting ended, repairs
made, "USCA Goodwill" took to the road.

For many of us remaining, departure seemed
sort of unimportant. Gary Lightfoot was riding by,
saw the hacks from the road, stopped by to chat. We
sat/stood around reliving the weekend, chatting
about other matters. Bit by bit the group dwindled.
This year Selma and I were NOT the last out -there
were several sitters waving as we passed.

We were definitely delighted, and all with
whom we talked over the hours seemed to agree
and we look forward to next year. If you liked us,
be sure to mark next year's mid-September for the
1991 So-Long Summer Sidecar Campout by the
Hoosier Hacks. See you at 1991 USCA National!

Campout..
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Campout..
Certificates Of Achievement
So-long Summer S/C Campout - Larry De Vos

These campout attendees won Certificates Of
Achievement awarded by the officers of Hoosier
Hacks. We also appreciate attendance by ALL of
you folks, trust you enjoyed the weekend at least as
much as we did!

OLDEST COMBO: Ed & Ida Modglin, IN, 1964
BMW and 1953 Royal.

NEWEST COMBO: Richard & Katie Garret, IN,
1990 GoldWing and California.

OLDEST BIKE: Ed & Ida Modglin, IN, 1964
BMW.

OLDEST HACK: J. R. Ewing, IN, 1951 Steib.

FARTHEST FROM HOME: Richard & Zonie
Renfroe, GA - 576 miles.

CLOSEST TO HOME: Charles & Teresa Pritchard,
IN - 16 miles.

MOST 29+ DRIVER: George Arrington, IN

YOUNGEST MALE DRIVER: Greg TenBrook,
IN.

YOUNGEST FEMALE DRIVER: Amy
Pennebaker, AR

MOST 29+ PASSENGER: Ruth Arrington, IN.

YOUNGEST FEMALE PASSENGER: Elise
Williams, OH.

YOUNGEST MALE PASSENGER: Ryan
Agullana, IN

MOST PEOPLE IN/ON RIG: Keith Miller, IL ??

MOST ANIMAL PETS (LIVE): J. R. Ewing, IN- 2
dogs.

FIRST ARRIVAL: Richard & Zonie Renfroe, GA.

LAST ARRIVAL: Bob & Martha Brewer, IN.

LONG DISTANCE: Amy Pennebaker, AR

LONG DISTANCE: George & Audrey Wolfe, PA

Statistics on attendees
Bit by bit, Folks! This year, good record

keeping, the records got to me, I kept track of
them, and here are some data - good, but not
guaranteed, since some people left blanks on
forms. Also, some drop-ins would up totals, if
they had been counted.

RIGS: 44 or 47.2 lists; Hoosier Hacks - 24.

ATTENDEES: 99 - mix uncertain.

STATES REPRESENTED: Arkansas, Geor-
gia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan,
Ohio, Pennsylvania.

BIKE BRANDS: 21 Hondas, 12 BMW's, 3
Yamahas, 2 Suzukis, 2 Harleys.

HACK BRANDS: 8 Californias, 4 Watson-
ians, 2 Homebuilts, 2 Hitchhikers, 2 Vel-
orex, 2 Vetters, 1 each EZ-Ride, Royal,
Steib, Motorvation, Sidestrider, Hannigan,
Heddingham, Jawa, Eagle, Ural, EML,
Harley.

FAVORITE COUPLING: 8 Honda/California.

MOST DIVERSITY: Each BMW had a
different hack.

LIVE PETS (animal type): 4.

STUFFED PETS: Lots!

NOTEWORTHY ADORNMENTS:

Amy Pennebaker's exquisite cricket;

Bill Sorbo's stuffed Garfield embracing a
scantily-clad Barbie.
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Campout..

USCA's Goodwill Ambassadors Zonie & Richard Renfroe and their 1986 Suzuki/Motorvation.

TenBrook’s new Hannigan — latest model. Behind it are Kathy, Greg, Gary, Elizabeth.
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Campout..

Long-Distance winner Amy Pennebaker went all the way to the So-Long Summer Sidecar
Campout for the Sidecar Safety Course—and fun! She runs a 1973 BMW with a Side Strider

Bill Sorbo of Louisville, KY with his 1990 Harley outfit, off-white, all decked out.
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Interview
Interview with Gilroy Honda
Kawasaki, Gilroy, California
Q: Can you tell us a little something about your

background prior to becoming one of the owners of
Gilroy Honda?

A: I started my career out in sales. At 30 years old I got
into go-karting for fun. Then into motorcycles. I
progressed up through the sizes and really enjoyed
myself. In 1985 I started in the sales of motorcycles.
Then in 1986 bought Gilroy Honda. We celebration
our fourth anniversary in April.

Q: Does the liability that all manufacturers and dealers
face today sway you in a direction that you normally
would not take as a dealer and/or motorcyclist?

A: Yes! Demo rides are a major one. We do allow
them, but it is very hard and our insurance carrier
charges heavily for that.

Q: Most everyone has seen the changes that have taken
place in today's motorcycles. Is there something you
wish the manufacturers had done to possibly assist
you in public awareness — safety, sales pricing,
nostalgia or design?

A: Manufacturers are addressing these very questions.

Q: What is the average buyer like?

A: In our particular location, we run the gamut of ages
because we sell such a variety of bikes from the little
50cc up to the big tourer. From the beginner dirt
bike to the all-out moto crosser. Most customers are
repeat buyers.

Q: As a dealer, do you promote safe riding and how?

A: In this dealership we first size up the customer to
evaluate if they are really able to ride, say, a 600
Ninja. Should we feel they are not capable we
recommend a bike more suitable to their experience,
while all along stressing proper training, clothing,
and always verbally promoting MSF.

Q: Since the new laws are now in force — MSF and
insurance (in CA) do you see the manufacturers and
the insurance companies pulling together to curtail
the high costs of insurance, or do you see higher
rates in the future?

A: Because of this, some of the insurance rates have
held. Manufacturers and dealers are working
together to bring rates in line, but it is a long process
and requires the support of all.

Q: Are there things the general public can do to get the
costs down , not only insurance but in motorcycles
and accessories?

A: Some of the manufacturers have tried building a
generic motorcycle and failed. The public has made
it clear that they want the most modern technology
available, forcing the manufacturers to continue
their efforts in designing and building the perfect
bike — just the expense in designing is enough to
continue prices soaring.

Q: I suppose the number one question today is the
helmet law. Do you care to comment?

A: On a personal basis, I'm pro-choice. I wear a helmet.

Q: As an owner of Gilroy Honda, is there something
you feel you can offer to our members over the other
dealerships?

A: We have gone to great lengths to hire the right
people for our dealership. We have an excellent
team capable of handling our customers' needs.

Q: Would you be willing to handle sidecars? Most of
the sidecar manufacturers are a distance away and it
would be more convenient to have a centrally
located dealership.

A: Because of our size, stocking a large number of
sidecars would present a problem; however, on a
smaller scale and with the cooperation from the
manufacturers we would be willing to evaluate the
possibilities of selling sidecars.

Q: Last but most important to most—do you offer club
discounts?

A: We are happy to offer club discounts. But keep in
mind we must make a reasonable profit to stay in
business. With that in mind we must say that your
membership must use our services to obtain the
discount. A walk-in from the street on a one-time
basis we cannot do. But on a continuing basis there
is obviously room for discounts. The more we do
the more we can offer.
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Interview../Future/Deadlines
Coming in the next Sidecarist

More “Ed Aide”
Zonie Renfro, Poet Extraordinaire
Technical tips from J.R. Ewing
And more from you!

Deadline: Jan. 28, 1991
Be there or be square

Deadlines for Editorial Copy
Please note the following deadlines.

Issue Date Deadline

3/1-4/15/91 1/28/91

4/16-5/30/91 3/12/91

6/1-7/15/91 4/25/91

7/16-8/30/91 6/10/91

9/1-10/15/91 7/25/91

10/16-11/30/91 9/5/91

Comments from Skip Baker:
Pam and I have dealt with Gilroy Honda/

Kawasaki (see previous page) ever since Brian
opened the doors. He is a hard negotiator, but
willing to negotiate. He has always shown a
genuine interest in being honest and fair to all of
his customers. As we stated earlier, most of his
customers are repeats.

Brian's last statement about using his
services I believe is a fair and reasonable re-
sponse to a difficult question. Sure, he could give
discounts to everyone, but how long would he be
in business?

This dealership is willing to work with us
but it takes us working with him also. My recom-
mendation is to give Gilroy Honda/Kawasaki an
opportunity to do what he says.

Skip Baker
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Advt

MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates per year are
$30.00 for USCA members
(include member #) and $50.00
for non-members for 8 issues.
Send in US funds to Marge Ann
Wimpee, 390 Hallson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005.
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Coming Events
Send your  calendar items to The Sidecarist, 390 Hallson lane.,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005 or call (408) 336-2476.
January 19, 1991.- Wisconsin/Illinois- The Wisconsin Chapter is planning a replay of their successful

charter bus ride to the Chicago Motorcycle Show on January 19, 1991. It'll be a package deal —
for information call or write Allen Schultz, S30 W29455 Williams, Waukesha, Wisconsin 53188,
(414) 968-2092.

February 15, 16, 17, and 18. Arizona/Southern California - The 1991 Brass Monkey Rally, "The
Oldest Unorganized Organized Rally," will take place on February 15, 16, 17, and 18. There are no
dues, no meetings, just lots of fun. The rally will take place at Joshua Tree National Monument in
California. For information, call Jack Zollars (805) 9452397 or Dave Tenpenny (602) 883-8275.

May 23-26, 1991, Southeastern (Georgia) - First Southeaster Regional Sidecar Rally, May 23-26,
1991, Pine Mountain Campground, Pine Mountain Georgia. Tons of fun, reg. fee only $6 over age
14. For information, call Richard Renfroe (404) 957-9167; Eddie George (404) 498-0207; or Larry
Lehr (404) 928-2111.
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Classifieds
MC/SC FOR SALE
89 LEADING LINK with fender for GL 1200 &

89 WATSONIAN for same, less than 1000
miles - Herb Hudgins 4322 Dale Blvd., Dale
City VA, 22193 Ph. (703)670-9021

1982 1100 ENGINE and FRAME both excellent
2009 certified miles $1200 OBO Also, 1979
GL 1000 for sale. Vic Hari 815-265-4547

81 INTERSTATE 40 K LLINK & 81 MOTOR-
VATION ROADSTER ROYALE convertible
top, brakes, fuel, heater, Corbin seat, am/fm,
CB, Radar. Call "Swede' 503-286-4904

1965 BMW R27, 13,200 miles, all original
except muffler. California Commuter sidecar.
1923 Cleveland Single, Restored in 1980.
Runs Good. Louis Wille, 220 Market St.,
Momence, IL 60954, phone (815) 472-4864.

1981 INTERSTATE 1100, 41,500 miles with
VETTER SIDECAR and SHORELINE
TRAILER. Been in storage for last two years.
Asking $3500. Don Liston, (919) 670-2411

1988 MOTORVATION FORMULA II WITH
1987 HONDA GOLDWING for only $7800
or will sell sidecar for only $2600. ph (619)
249-4860 for additional Info on hack.

87 BMWK75, 11K, Dealer Ser, 20K tune-up
with FLEXIT sidecar. New, matched. Jack
Beasley, 485 W. Lake Road, Acme, PA. (412)
547-2124.

SIDECARS FOR SALE
1988 CALIFORNIA FRIENDSHIPII excellent

$2045 OBO, Les Leach, 1191 Alamos Dr.,
Thousand Oaks CA, 91362 ph. 805-495-1105

MOTORVATION SPORT BODY ready to mount
- windshield - seat - turn sig. tail It. wired.
Call or write for picture $500 OBO. Ed
Millray, 305 E. Navilla Pl. Apt. C, Covina CA
91723 ph. 818966-9672

1980 MOTORVATION SPYDER T100 good
condition, 5 gal. tank, disc brake, air suspen-
sion, tonneau, Brooklands screen, damper,
driving light, $900 call Ray, 213-693-2787

1986 HEDINGHAM XL, one of 5 in North
America, tonneau cover, driving lamp, black,
pinstriped & UNIT LEADING LINK FORK
for 1980-82 Honda Goldwing. $3000 U.S.
funds. Purchaser to arrange transport. No duty
on sidecars from Canada to USA. Bryce Lee,
1377 Eden Place, Burlington, Ontario L7S
1J9. (416)639-3021, leave message.

FOR SALE OR TRADE, 64 URAL new black
paint, ready for striping and assembly. Have
subframe for R90/6. Needs cover and shield.
$1500 or BMW of equal value. David
Engebretson, Anacortes, WA (206) 293-9601.

WANTED
VELOREX 562 SIDECAR COMPLETE with

hardware. Distance not important. Gary
Martin 4901 N. Wildwood Ave., Milwaukee,
WI, 53217 ph. 708-9162955

OTHER NOTICES
GIFTS AND COLLECTABLES. Sculptures,

steins, toys, cards, more! Color Catalog $1.00
MANX USA, Dept. M4, P.O.Box 6427, San
Mateo, CA 94403 415-343-8660

Sidecarist Classifieds are $4 for members and $5
for non-members for two issues. Please use
the form on the next page to order your ad.

Your ad
reaches

thousands of
sidecar

enthusiasts
all over the

world.
And it’s cheap.
So send it in.
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Bookshop
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